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Abstract—Currently, the most wide-spread quality assurance
methods in industry are testing and manual reviews, but their
costs grow disproportionately with the system size and they
cannot achieve exhaustive coverage. To overcome these issues, a
model-based verification approach for analyzing cyber-physical
systems early in the development phase is presented. A semantics
is given to SysML v2 models by a mapping into a (theorem prover
encoding of a) data flow formalism. The creation of a SysML
profile supporting event-driven and state-based specifications, the
encoding of corresponding data flow structures in the theorem
prover Isabelle, and a code generator from SysML to Isabelle is
shown. The approach is evaluated by formally proving a selected
liveness property of a hierarchical system model from the avionics
domain. Since liveness properties can be negated only by infinite
data sequences and thus cannot be covered exhaustively by
testing, this case study suitably demonstrates the added value of
our methodology. Finally, this MBSE framework for early design
analysis can lead to an optimization of the architecture layout (i.e.
reducing the number of required avionics components), which
in turn can lead to the reduction of the avionics equipment
weight, and thus of the energy consumption, producing less CO2
emissions.
Index Terms—avionics, formal method, model checking, theorem proving, abstract interpretation, static analysis, SysML,
requirements, event-driven automata, non-determinism, underspecification

I. I NTRODUCTION
Rising automation during the operation of aircraft drives the
complexity of avionics systems. Nowadays, the latter account
for over 30 % of the overall aircraft development costs [1].
The effort is mainly generated by the strict safety (RTCA
DO-178C) and security (RTCA DO-326A) demands. These
are required by the certification authorities (EASA and FAA)
and cover the complete development process for both software
(RTCA DO-178C) and hardware (RTCA DO-254). The major
part of the avionics’ development costs is accounted for by
the verification phase [2].
RTCA DO-178C’s supplements enable the deployment of
formal (RTCA DO-333) and model-based methods (RTCA
The SpesML project is funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education
and Research.

DO-331). The combination of these enables a significant
reduction of development costs. Companies in aerospace have
successfully adopted formal methods for verifying properties
on the code level, using model checkers and abstract interpreters, e.g. for worst-case execution time analysis [3], [4],
which is also regulated by RTCA DO-333, or for replacing1
at least some of the testing effort [3].
However, the most used verification techniques still remain
testing2 and manual reviews. However, their costs grow disproportionately with the system size [2]. Thus, testing won’t
be able to deliver exhaustive coverage.
A. Formal Methods
Formal methods tackle the deficits mentioned in section I
about testing. Well-known classes of formal methods for being
deployed in avionics development are:
• Theorem Proving:
– Most powerful, most expressive formal method tool.
– Requires expertise and continuous interaction to use
successfully.
• Model Checking:
– Less expressive than theorem provers.
– Mostly automated, but still requires expertise to use
successfully.
• Abstract Interpretation and Static Analysis:
– Least expressive, targeted to very specific artifacts.
– Requires some expertise to discharge false positives.
Theorem provers offer the highest assurance level and have
been used for verifying important properties, e.g. the safety
and security of the complete kernel of an OS [5]. Formalisms
such as Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) ( [6],
[7], as used in e.g. [8]), Calculus of Communicating Systems
(CCS) [9], π-calculus [10], or F OCUS [11], [12] assist this
process considerably, because they support non-determinism
1 NB, that testing can never demonstrate the absence of issues, but only
their presence.
2 Again, the statement in footnote 1 applies here.

and underspecification, a notion of behavioral refinement,
time-sensitive specifications, and hierarchical decomposition.
In addition, theorem provers have an advantage (compared
to the model checking approach of CSP models in [8]) in
particular, when verifying software, since, despite some considerable progress enabled by partial-order approaches [13],
model checkers suffer from the explosion of the state space,
whereas in theorem proving the complexity of proofs grows
only linearly with system complexity [14].
In F OCUS, distributed and interactive systems consist
of components exchanging messages through unidirectional
channels. The semantics of a component is a (set of) stream
processing functions. The most important reason that F OCUS
is used in this paper is due to the fact that refinement is fully
compositional [12], [15]. This means that after decomposing
a system, refining the components separately, and than composing back, the new system will be a correct refinement
of the old one. Since the new system cannot exhibit new
(potentially unwanted) behaviors per construction, this leads
to cost savings for testing and integration efforts.
B. Paper Contribution
The contribution of this paper is updating and continuing our previous projects (German Federal Ministry for
Economic Affairs and Climate Action ASSET-2 [16] and
German Federal Ministry of Education and Research SPES
series [17]–[20]) and works [14], [15], [21]–[24], where the
model-based verification of several safety-critical properties
is covered. In [14] we used a time-synchronous behavior
specification paradigm [15], [25], known to be well-suited
for hardware specification and verification [26], where model
checking techniques, unlike in software, can usually achieve
an excellent exhaustive coverage. Meanwhile, in software
applications such as telecommunications, transportation, and
business information systems, an event-driven paradigm is
much more common to build scalable distributed systems [27].
Hence, in this paper, event-driven automata are introduced
for capturing non-determinism and underspecification. Eventdriven automata are selected due to the following reasons:
•

•

•

•
•

low-level requirements (LLRs) according to RTCA DO178C are defined such, that from these the software can
be developed without additional input.
RTCA DO-333 requires models to be created such, that
there is enough abstraction regarding several implementation mechanisms.
It turned out [24], [28], that automata provide an adequate
level of abstraction, which simplifies the formal verification of the software’s properties in the next step of the
verification.
The verified properties are guaranteed through the refinement, i.e. through the addition of technical details.
Avionics systems can be regarded as interactive systems,
which process input data coming from e.g. sensors or
users and generate output data for actuators or to be
displayed at the user interface. The processing of the

input is driven by events generated by the arrival of e.g.
sensor data or according to the user’s interaction.
Non-deterministic and underspecified automata are necessary, because we want to develop the system from several
perspectives: At the beginning of the development process
(see section II-B) a high-level requirement (HLR) can be
defined using an underspecified and non-deterministic automaton. The closer we get to the implementation in software
code, the less underspecified and the more deterministic the
specifying automata’s behavior needs to be expressed. This
approach enables an iterative refinement of the HLR, which
ends at the precise and correct LLR.
In order to cover all mentioned objectives, we extend our
previous work by the following key novel contributions:
• Event-driven modeling in SysML [29]
• Event-driven reasoning infrastructure [30]
• Semantical mapping from SysML to a data flow formalism
• Evaluation in a use case from the aerospace domain
handling liveness properties
C. Paper Structure
The further structure of this paper is as follows: Section II
presents an avionics use case and the methodological approach. Requirements engineering is performed along RTCA
DO-178C and RTCA DO-333. Afterwards, our modular development method for cyber-physical systems based on our
data flow formalism is described. Event-driven specifications
are presented and motivated. Section III presents the domainspecific language used as frontend. A conceptual mapping to
the data flow formalism is presented to give semantics to the
frontend modeling language. The mapping is implemented by
a code generator, which maps from the frontend language
to an encoding of the data flow formalism in a theorem
prover. Architecture modeling and lower-level requirements
are demonstrated on the example of the avionics use case.
In section IV the theorem prover is presented. Core encodings
of the data flow formalism are introduced. These are used as
a reasoning foundation for proving a desired liveness property
of the use case, The proof, of which a high-level proofsketch is presented, reasons over infinite streams. This serves
for a verification of the low-level design against abstract
requirements, as well as an evaluation for our tool chain.
Finally, section V summarizes the results and presents an
outlook.
II. U SE C ASE AND M ETHODOLOGY
A. Use Case
As exemplary implementation used to evaluate the viability
of the methods developed in the joint collaboration between
the industrial and academic partners, the development of a
representative software functionality of Data Link Uplink Feed
(DLUF) (see fig. 1) is selected. In this system the users of a
wireless connection need to transfer data packets, which are
to be sent with a priority between 1 and 4 (1 denoting the
highest priority) to the communication computer U plink. The

messages are received via the I/O element of the computer
and placed via a message router in queues (buffers) according
to their respective prioritization. These are then read from a
Capacity component. The data to be sent are selected from
the Capacity component taking into account their priority in
such a way, that messages of higher priority have precedence
over messages of lower priority. At the same time, the balance
of all priority classes has to be achieved, so that higher
prioritized messages do not completely rule out the forwarding
of messages of lower priority. The data packages, that are
viable to be transmitted within a transmission cycle, are
finally sent via the component DataLink. Figure 1 shows
the graphical overview of the architecture.
B. Requirements Engineering
The development of the system, as well as the verification
of refinement steps is carried out according to RTCA DO178C and RTCA DO-333 (see fig. 2) with respect to the safety
requirement level Design Assurance Level (DAL) A. The selected system requirements in fig. 3 are used for demonstrating
the application of our approach. In particular, for SysReq2
(absence of starvation), an HLR is developed in a formal
language (see fig. 7). This HLR component specification has a
well-defined interface (input and output ports) and its behavior
is given by a formula in SysML v2 expressing the absence of
starvation.
We consider this particular requirement (in contrast to the
other SysReqs) to be critical enough to be formalized [4]. Liveness properties can only be violated by infinite input streams,
so their checking cannot be exhaustively achieved by testing.
We thus shall write down the non-starvation requirement as a
formal higher-level requirement. Then we will formally verify,
that the low-level design fulfills it, which means, that the
formal LLR is a correct refinement of the formal HLR. What
remains to be performed by manual review is validating that
the formalization (of informal SysReqs) was done correctly.
This is much less time-intensive, less complex, and less errorprone when compared with an approach without the presented
formal verification.
The architecture and LLR (see fig. 1) are defined by
giving a white box decomposition of the component, where
all formulae (constraint-based specifications, see fig. 7) are
replaced by the composition of components, each of which
is behaviorally described by (potentially non-deterministic)
automata (see fig. 4). Finally, an executable model (e.g. of an
atomic component) is the representation of a component by a
deterministic automaton (which means the non-deterministic
automaton was refined, until it became deterministic). Then
the model’s execution can be achieved by enabling the user to
input a processing order (a user can load default schedulers,
or write their own) for (potentially) simultaneously incoming events on this deterministic automaton. Schedulers for
executable models, generating source code in a high-level
language from the executable model, as well as the generation
of executable object code from the source code are not in the
scope of this paper.

C. SPES Methodology, F OCUS, and Event-driven Processing
The systematic design process as recommended by RTCA
DO-333 is taken into account in essence in ongoing research
activities like the SpesML project. The SPES methodology
[17] aims at bringing state-of-the-art model-based systems
engineering (MBSE) approaches to industry. One of it’s main
contributions is a well-founded and complete methodology for
developing and integrating distributed cyber-physical systems
(CPSs).
The SpesML project [20] unites academic and industry
partners in an effort to implement and extend the SPES
methodology in an industry-approved and -proven tool. The
systems modeling language of choice is SysML (v1) [31],
because of its wide-spread industry adoption. Our approach
is based on the latest version, SysML v2 [29], which is
currently under final review. It promises new possibilities,
including a textual representation, seamless integration and
transformatiom between graphical and textual representation,
and a clearer semantics for model elements.
F OCUS [11] serves as a mathematical underpinning of both
SPES and our approach. It allows to formally specify and
analyze systems [12]. Its key feature is the compositionality
of refinements, as explained in section I-A.
Compared to SpesML, we employ the modeling power of
event-driven systems. Event-driven modeling of reactions is
a more natural fit for typical distributed software systems,
especially in time-sensitive environments as they are found
in the avionics domain. Our framework models event-driven
behavior using state machines [4], that can immediately react
to single events like incoming transmissions. After receiving
such an input, the system can produce arbitrarily, but finitely
many outputs and/or simultaneously change its internal state.
Figure 4 shows such an event-driven behavior specification.
Section III will now introduce our revised (compare [14])
SysML v2 modeling language profile and adapted tooling for
highly automated formal verification of event-driven systems.
III. A S YSTEM M ODELING L ANGUAGE P ROFILE AND THE
M APPING TO A DATA F LOW S EMANTICS
A. SysML v2 and Code Generator
Working directly with theorem provers requires excessive
expertise. We therefore propose a model-driven approach
based on a SysML v2 profile. This is similar to SpesML [20],
where SysML v1 is used as a frontend to the SPES methodology [17]–[19]. Systems and subsystems are restricted to a
universal interface model: Systems are defined using part definitions (blocks in SysML v1). Part definitions communicate
only via ports. Behavior of systems is modeled using one of
three options: exhibited state definitions, asserted constraints,
or composition. Finally, we propose the addition of a refinement relation.
SysML models are transformed automatically to their F O CUS representations, thereby giving a formal semantics to
the modeled system. This enables reasoning and deduction
over properties such as consistency between high- and lowlevel specifications. Our previous publication [32] explains

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the DLUF system in SysML v2 notation. Users send prioritized data packages via an I/O interface to a router. Here,
messages are prioritized into four levels and stored in queues (buffers). Messages are then forwarded according the remaining capacity of their particular
priority.

Fig. 4. Example of an event-driven system: The automaton can react to
events immediately upon their arrival by producing outputs (top: o = 5)
and/or changing its state (middle, 5 being inserted into the buf f er). Actions
can be chosen depending on the conditions modeled as guards (top, i ̸= 5).

Fig. 2. Systematic design as recommended by RTCA DO-333.

this transformation in great detail. The F OCUS representation
is embedded into Isabelle [30], an interactive theorem prover
originally developed at the University of Cambridge and the
Technical University of Munich. Isabelle enables machinesupported and automated proof searches. It can also look for
counter examples and execute behavior specifications, i.e. run
simulations. Generally speaking, Isabelle allows the generation
and verification of machine-based formal proofs, without the
possibility of human error.
A novel contribution of this work are event-driven systems. To represent and transform event-driven behavior specifications, we extend our existing [14] F OCUS-compatible
state-based systems. Figure 5 gives an overview of key
concepts. State space and initial configurations are inherited through an abstract Automaton. The newly introduced EventAutomaton enables the representation of eventtriggered transitions by grouping them based on their input
event’s underlying channel. A textual SysML v2 model of an
event-driven system was already shown in [32].
We further implemented a user frontend in the form of a
Visual Studio Code (VSCode) [33] extension. The extension
handles all transformations and prover interactions to automatically derive formal certificates or counter examples. The
verification state is indicated using green or red lights, as fig. 6
shows.
B. Safe Architecture and Low-level Requirements

Fig. 3. System requirements.

In order to ensure safe LLRs, the consistency with the
system requirements needs to be checked. To narrow the gap

Fig. 5. Adapted intermediary representation of state-based systems compatible
with F OCUS compared to [14]: Event-driven automata group transitions based
on their input event’s underlying channel.
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part def BufferWithCapacity {
port input: ∼Packets[4];
port output: Packets[4];
satisfy requirement ’non-starvation’ {
assumes ’infinitely long timeframe’ {
∀i∈{1,2,3,4}. input[i].length() = ∞
}
assumes ’message in each interval’ {
∀i ∈ {1,2,3,4}, ∀t:nat:
input[i].atTime(t).length() > 0
}
assumes ’size below max. capacity’ {
∀i ∈ {1,2,3,4}:
∀v ∈ input[i].values():
v < maxCap[i]
}
require ’infinitely many outputs’ {
∀i ∈ {1,2,3,4}:
output[i].messages().length() = ∞
}
}
}

Fig. 7. HLR 2.1 non-starvation formally modeled in SysML v2 textual
representation.
Fig. 6. The user frontend as VSCode extension showing syntax highlighting
of a textual SysML v2 model (right), model artifacts (top left), refinement
relations including their verification state (blue box in the middle left), as
well as underlying automatically generated Isabelle theories (bottom left).

between typically informal system requirements and LLRs,
formal HLRs are introduced. Our approach then allows for
automated formal verification of consistency between an HLR
and its LLR. This is done by proving the correctness of
the refinement between the two. Now only the consistency
between system requirements and HLRs needs to be checked,
e.g. through manual review.
Thus, to ensure non-starvation in our selected system requirement, the absence thereof is encoded in fig. 7. The
part definition (keyword partdef ) in combination with the
communication ports describes the black box specification,
i.e. the interface. There are 4 ports (cardinality 4 in square
brackets) in each direction (∼ indicates reversal of flow, the
default being outwards). The behavior is restricted (keyword
satisf y) to non-starving ones using a requirement (a type
of constraint, that allows nesting, in order to better structure
the desired properties). First, three assumptions (assumes)
are set. By quantifying over all inputs (∀i∈...), the length
of the observed time frame (length) is set to be infinite.
Then, it is assured, that each interval t (of type nat) contains
some messages (length() > 0). Lastly, all input values are
assumed to be below the given maximum capacity of the
buffers (maxCap). The HLR then requires, that each output
channel holds infinitely many messages (not including time
signals).
The HLR is then refined to LLR specifications. In the
modelling frontend, this is done using the aforementioned

refinement relation of section III-A. After automatic transformation to F OCUS and embedding to Isabelle, the refinement
can be checked in an automated and tool-supported way.
The correct refinement ensures, that all properties (e.g. nonstarvation) hold for the refined system (e.g. LLR). This ensures
a safe LLR.
IV. T HEOREM P ROVER I SABELLE
A. Core Encodings
General mathematical F OCUS definitions are specified in
the theorem prover Isabelle to serve as a semantical foundation [22] for an automated transformation mapping SysML
v2 models to Isabelle theories. This is necessary, because a
formal analysis of systems without clear semantics is not possible [34]. This chapter shortly introduces slightly simplified
main structures in Isabelle.
The most important data type is the streams domain.
Streams are concatenations of messages over some alphabet
and describe the history of communication channels in a
system. With the keyword domain the stream data type in
Isabelle is defined matching the implementation of Haskell
lists. A chain-complete partial order (pcpo)3 with a smallest
element 4 [35] is automatically linked to the stream type. Thus,
according to [36], [37], a least fixed point exists and infinite
streams are approximated by their finite prefixes. This allows
3 A domain(pcpo) is a partially ordered set in regards to a transitive,
reflexive, and anti-symmetric order relation (prefix relation for streams).
Stream a is a prefix of stream b, iff each element of a is at the same position
in b.
4 The smallest element for streams is the empty stream, which is a prefix
of all streams.

defining semantics for components iteratively processing infinite streams, e.g. event-driven automata. With the established
concept of lazy evaluation5 infinite streams are built into the
stream domain using constructors.
domain ’m stream = cons (head::"’m") (lazy
rest::"’a stream")

Events
√ are either messages or passage of time denoted as
tick ( ). Accordingly, an event in Isabelle is defined:
datatype ’m event = Event ’m |

√

With streams and events implemented in Isabelle, it is
immediately possible to work with event streams.
A component of a distributed system often communicates
with a multitude of other components over multiple input
and output channels. The interaction between components is
possible with composition, where the interfaces of different
components are connected according to their channel names.
Because a tuple representation for the communication history
of complete component interfaces obstructs a general composition operator formalization, another approach is needed.
The concept of bundling streams implemented in Isabelle
as functions mapping channels to communication histories is
suitable for composing arbitrary components. Channels allow
only messages specified by the component interface to flow,
e.g. boolean messages on one channel or integers on another.
Thus, a function mapping channel names to arbitrary streams
is not always a stream bundle. All messages sent in a channel
history must be allowed messages of that channel:
definition wellformed ::
"(’cs ⇒ M stream) ⇒ bool" where
"wellformed f = ∀channel. messagesOf(f channel
) ⊆ allowedOn channel"

With the pcpodef keyword, the type of stream bundles is
defined as all wellformed functions. Additionally, the complete
partial order is given automatically.
pcpodef ’channel bundle("(_Ω ")
= "{f::(’channel ⇒ M stream). wellformed f}"

The definition also lifts the prefix order over streams pointwise to stream bundles. The composition operator is not
only capable of sequential and parallel, but also of feedback
compositions6 , and is implemented in [22].
A deterministic component processes input elements via its
input channels and maps them to outputs on output channels.
Using bundles as input and output interface abstractions, each
continuous function over bundles describes a deterministic
component and is called stream processing functions (SPFs)
in F OCUS.
type_synonym (’I,’O) spf = "’IΩ →’OΩ "

To be able to analyze systems even early on in the development, components with different behavior implementation
5 Evaluation strategy to only evaluate expressions, when their value is
required to progress [38].
6 A composition with feedback is determined by a fixed-point calculation.

possibilities must be part of the semantics domain. A set of
SPFs, where each SPF is one implementation possibility, is
called stream processing specification (SPS). Since components represented by multiple SPFs have different possible
behavior, they are underspecified.
type_synonym (’I,’O) sps = "(’I,’O) spf set"

An event-driven component processes each input event
individually. For the behavior description the structure of an
event-driven automaton is added. The step wise evaluation is
described by transitions mapping an input event to possible
next states and output events with regards to the current state.
Since an event-driven component starts in a state and can
produce initial output, a set of possible initial configurations is
another essential part of the automaton. The transition function
as well as initial configurations are able to represent different
possibilities to capture a component’s underspecification. The
state space and input and output alphabet are parameters for
the Automaton type in Isabelle:
record (’state,’message,’outchannel)
Automaton =
transitions::"’state ⇒ ’message ⇒ ((’state ×
’outchannelΩ ) set)"
configurations::"(’state × ’outchannelΩ ) set"

A semantical mapping, mapping event-driven automata to SPS
was implemented according to [39] and fully embeds the
automaton type in the existing F OCUS framework in Isabelle.
The core encodings are extended by additional functions
over bundles, SPFs, and SPSs. Functions needed to formulate
theorems proving this paper’s system requirements are:
• timeSlice t s, obtaining all ordered messages starting at
time t until time t + 1
• values s, obtaining all messages of the communication
history s
• #P s, returning the number of occurrences of messages
fulfilling
predicate P in s7
N
•
, the composition operator lifted to SPS’.
Implementation details, other functions, and general theorems
are introduced in [22].
B. Property Verification
In order to ensure, that even low priority messages are transmitted again and again, we formally verify a non-starvation
property for the system. It confirms, that always receiving
messages of a specific priority implies transmitting messages
of that priority infinitely often. The proof of such a property
over a composed system is, due to the unique compositionality
property of F OCUS, reduced to proving properties for its subcomponents. In other words, the correctness of a composed
system is the direct result of the correctness of its components.
Complex formal verification over systems can be divided and
conquered in many smaller steps with automation possibilities.
In this case, the non-starvation property is traced back to a nonstarvation property of the buffer and the capacity components.
7 For

a tautology P , the function #P returns the length of the stream.

The following properties are formulated and proven in
Isabelle for the buffer components:
1. If each input time slice contains packages, so does each
output time slice.
theorem assumes "bufferi ∈ BufferSPSi "
and "∀time. timeSlice time packetsi ̸= ϵ"
and "outputi = bufferi (packetsi ,confirmsi )"
shows "∀time. timeSlice time outputi ̸= ϵ"

2. All output packages were received input packages.
theorem assumes ” b u f f e r i ∈ B u f f e r S P S i ”
and ” o u t p u t i = b u f f e r i ( p a c k e t s i , c o n f i r m s i ) ”
shows ” v a l u e s o u t p u t ⊆ v a l u e s i n p u t ”

Together with the following property for the capacity components
If each input time slice contains packages and the package
sizes are smaller or equal to the maximal capacity, infinitely
many messages are transmitted.
theorem assumes "capacityi ∈ CapacitySPSi "
and "∀time. timeSlice time packetsi ̸= ϵ"
and "∀message ∈ values packetsi . size message
≤ maxCapacityi "
and "(outputi ,confirmsi ) = capacityi (packetsi )"
shows "#packets (outputi ) = ∞"

they immediately imply the non-starvation property for the
composed system:
If each input time slice of a priority contains packages
and the package sizes are smaller or equal to the maximum
capacity of that priority, infinitely many packages of that
priority are transmitted.
theorem
N
assumes "transmiti ∈ (BufferSPSi
Capacityi )"
and "∀time. timeSlice time packetsi ̸= ϵ"
and "∀message ∈ values packetsi . size message
≤ maxCappacityi "
and "(outputi ) = transmiti (packetsi )"
shows "#packets (outputi ) = ∞"

The non-starvation property holds for each priority. The
continuous transmission of packages is ensured.
V. C ONCLUSION
The methodology demonstrated in this paper consists of
a model-based verification framework enabling event-driven
system specifications and reasoning. It enables a verified
design and a correct refinement of safety-critical systems.
The designer can either directly specify the system using
a logic language such as Isabelle, or using an architecture
description language such as SysML as a user-friendly way
for describing the interface, behavior, and interaction between
components. The system model and any desired properties
can then be translated to equivalent specifications in a theorem prover. F OCUS as semantical foundation stands out
due to the compositionality of refinements. This means that
after decomposing the system, refining the subcomponents
separately e.g. until an implementation, and then composing
back, the new system is a correct refinement of the old one

and no further integration tests are needed. This can lead to
the replacement of a considerable amount of manual tests
and reviews. This also helps with requirements demanding
properties being true always or never, which generally cannot
be fully verified by testing. Note however, that certain sets of
tests and reviews can only be supplemented by this approach,
but not completely replaced. In particular, the following checks
have to be performed manually:
• The formalization of the requirements is correct (i.e. the
correct transformation from informal to formal models).
• The methodology is justified and appropriate.
• Requirements and software architecture are compatible
with the target computer (unless the target environment
is formally modeled).
• The requirements are complete.
• There is no unidentified dead or disabled code.
In general, we observe an increasing maturity and feasibility in the application of formal methods in safety-critical
systems, as it is possible by following the RTCA DO-333
standard, which can help to replace or complement many
tests. Note, that the formal specification might create some
additional effort, when considering the overall benefits over
testing. However, they usually overcompensate later significantly, since technical flaws at the beginning may result in
highly expensive corrections of deficits identified later in the
development process, and the later the errors are corrected, the
more costly they are to correct. Finally, analyzing the design at
early stages in the development process can help to optimize
the architecture layout of avionics systems, leading to weight
reduction, less energy consumption, and less CO2 emissions.
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